
During cancer treatment, patients may have oral
complications such as xerostomy, mucositis and
opportunistic diseases, being more prevalent in children
due to the stage of growth (Figure 2). It is described that
the risk of developing them and their severity, increase
in the presence of gingivitis, tooth decay and/or poor
oral hygiene. The presence of these complications can
disrupt cancer treatment, increase hospitalization days,
and severely affect quality of life.
For 3 months, an oral health prevention and educational
intervention was performed on hospitalized patients or
out patient treatment of childhood cancer, to their
parents and/or caregivers and to the health team of the
cancer unit of the clinic "Redsalud Santiago", Santiago,
Chile. The characterization of the group of patients
treated is summarized in below.

CASE DESCRIPTION

Doing the intervention in different stages and beginning with the evaluation of each patient, we were able to
understand better the history and environment of each one, their real needs, as well as their caregivers and
the health team, allowing us to create a therapeutic alliance in what all people who participate in the process
of learning children and caring for their health are included.
The triptych was the result of the doubts of the parents and / or caregivers, the concerns of the oncological
team and the oral care strategies that we handed as dentists in order to maintain a correct oral health during
the oncological treatment, contributing to improve their quality of life.

CONCLUSIONS
While oral complications arising from cancer´s
treatment have been widely described, there is few
information about intrahospital oral health education
and prevention programs.
It is important and necessary that dentists
paticipate in health teams, leading intrahospital
programs of education and prevention in oral
health; as well as early management of risk factors,
preventing future complications and their severity.
We should include education on long-term oral´s
complications, to anticipate parents and/or
caregivers in the next stages of the cancer´s
treatment and provide them tools to the health team
to identify them and perform an early referral.
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

Individual diagnosis
was performed, through
medical history and
clinical examination.

Personalized
educational actions
aimed at the
maintenance of oral
health during cancer
treatment and the early
management of the oral
complications.

Arresting active carious
lesions applying silver
diamine fluoride (SDF)
and preventing future
cavities, through the
application of topical
fluoride varnish.

It was given to parents
and/or caregivers and
health equipment, a
triptych with the same
information previously
given from their
concerns.

Education and hygiene instruction were performed on all
of the patients, application of SDF in one patient and
varnish fluoride in 5 of them.

The intervention was performed in 4 stages:

Patients age Nº

0-4 years 12

5-9 years 5

10- 17 years 4

Treatment stage of
patients

Nº

Active chemotherapy
(radiotherapy
combination)

16 (5)

Maintenance 5

Figure 1. Patients
diagnosis.

Figure 2. Main oral complications were xerostomy, lower lip ulcers, mucositis and dysgeusia.


